FARA ASA is a leading supplier of IT solutions to the public transport sector. We deliver
solutions and products providing real-time information to efficiently solve the different needs
of the stakeholders in the sector. Our intelligent and easy-to-use systems contribute to
a more efficient transit service, increased quality and better safety.

FARA is facing strong international expansion with new products and features, and we are
a seeking highly motivated

Junior System Engineer
Place of work: Warsaw

Role and Responsibilities:
-creating test environments from deployment plans OR by cloning existing environments ,
-monitoring production servers via PRTG tool,
-configuring PRTG by adding new sensors or updating existing sensor rules,
-requesting for creating powershell scripts if something may be simplified/automated,
-improving operational work by automation/simplification,
-basic V-CLOUD administration (creating/adjusting/closing test environments),
-maintaining information about installed software at each environment in one place,
-tracking of production/test deployments (what is installed where),
-investigating production issues based on logs (at least reporting spotted issues),
-creating and maintaining documentation which may help others in maintaining test or production
infrastructure,
-some basic administrative work related with MS SQL databases

Requirements:
-Windows management from administrator perspective
-basic knowledge about networking
-self organized
-ability to solve technical problems yourself in reasonable time if they can be found at Internet
-communicative
-commercial experience is not required, but it is nice to have

We offer:
A technology and customer focused company in expansion
Direct impact on business and development
Flexible working time
Attractive benefits pack including medical care, multisport cards, monthly lunch tickets, travel insurance, fruit
days, delicious coffee
Work in an international environment in nice and friendly atmosphere and much more!
Some travel may be expected to our development sites in Norway and Poland.

Please send your applications to agnieszka.skibicka-blaszczak@fara.no or karolina.kulesza@fara.no
A detailed CV in English is highly appreciated.

